
Last 4 of Us vs FIRST 2020 - 1:0
# whoami whoarewe

We are a new team. This was our first CTF as a team.

For 50% of the team, this was their first CTF, ever. 

We plan to join FIRST this year. Not a member yet.

We have never been to a FIRST conference. It was our first. (Sorry)

As you could have guessed, some of us like PS4.

And most of us hate steganos :D 

Our daily job is to reverse IoT malware, and analyze IoT exploits, vulnerabilities

And yes, our company’s name is really a killer dog. 

And yes, these are slides, not Python code, so we use AI instead of ML.



The team – through the eyes of this CTF

Albert Zsigovits 
@albertzsigovits

🇭🇺

Forensics/PCAP expert

Dorka Palotay
@pad0rka

🇭🇺

Our ICS/Scada expert 
Even though she did not 
know it.

Filip Savin
double agent with zero 
social media presence

🇱🇹
Expert in EVERYTHING
Seriously

Zoltan Balazs
@zh4ck

🇭🇺

Expert in trolling in Mattermost

Expert in bossing around the 
others to document their 
findings

Follow us on Twitter ….



Albert – The Museum challenge

file
strings
xxd
uudeview
scalpel
foremost
openstego
stego.net
stegsnow
steghide
stegosuite
stegdetect
stegbreak
zsteg
stegsolver
steganabra
JavaStegano
F5-Steganography



Dorka – Weird Modbus Traffic

Challenge: Find the protocol description
CiA 309-2
Interfacing CANopen with TCP/IP 
Part 2: Modbus/TCP mapping

Function code (0x2B)
MEI type (0x0D)
Protocol control
Reserved field

Network ID
Node ID (0x7F)
Index (0xFF, 0xFF)
Sub-index

Solution: D6



Filip – PLC firmware injection (1/2)
1. Google "logicdata file" -> Saleae Logic soft
2. Load capture, map channels

Wikipedia on "SPI" (4 channels)

3. Apply SPI analyzer, get data, export to CSV

MOSI data when 
MISO = 0xFF

4. Cyber chef from hex, save to file

5. Get file type

1 channel
2 channels
4 channels



Filip – PLC firmware injection (2/2)
6. Google "motorola s-record" -> Wikipedia on S-REC file format, example:

niice, we've got something like this,
S0 is header string

7. Cyber chef header from hex

<-- we've got arch!

8. Load our S-REC file into ghidra, with PPC arch:

9. Decompile:

10. Result = 96

If the integer 120 was passed as an 
argument to the function in the firmware 
stub, what would the function return?



Zoltan, @zh4ck – X/2 salad, a.k.a Half Caesar

I am the crypto guy, who instead of realizing this is ROT-47, goes all the way down and manually solves the challenge as a 
case sensitive substitution cipher. 

I am also the guy who when can’t solve a challenge, instead of researching the topic, starts trolling the opponents with fake
hints and trolls the organizers for looking bored. 



Blood, sweat and tears



We invite everyone to solve this STEGANO challenge
Hint: there is no solution




